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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 My full name is Timothy James Heath.  My experience and 

qualifications are set out in my evidence in chief dated 26 August 

2015.  

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 

and that I agree to comply with it. I confirm that I have considered 

all the material facts that I am aware of that might alter or detract 

from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is within 

my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on the 

evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence focuses on responding to the evidence in 

chief filed by Memorial Avenue Investments Limited (MAIL) on 26 

August 2015, and specifically the evidence of Mr Fraser 

Colegrave.   

 

2.2 I confirm I have also read the following evidence by submitters on 

3 September 2015: 

 

(a) Matthew Bonis (Christchurch International Airport Ltd); 

(b) Jane Whyte (Crown); 

(c) Jeremy Phillips (Andrew Centre Ltd and Avon Hotel Ltd); 

and 

(d) Mark Tansley (Christchurch International Airport Ltd).  

 

2.3 As a general comment, there appears to be widespread 

agreement among the expert witness statements identified in 

paragraph 2.2 (a)-(d) above that the extent of the proposed MAIL 

retail provision is not appropriate for the Industrial Park Zone and 

goes against the grain of the settled policy framework.  Mr 
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Colegrave is an outlier on this matter, and as such I will focus my 

rebuttal on his statement.  

 

3. EVIDENCE OF MR FRASER COLEGRAVE 

 

3.1 In paragraph 1.6 of his evidence, Mr Colegrave confirms he has 

read my Stage 1 Commercial and Industrial evidence in chief and 

rebuttal evidence, Mr Osborne’s evidence in chief for the same 

hearings, the Strategic Directions Decision1, the Council’s stage 2 

proposal for the Commercial chapter of the pRDP and has been 

party to the relevant expert conferencing sessions and joint expert 

witness statements.  In my view these documents provide a 

thorough background and justification for the consolidated centre 

approach being advanced in the pRDP. I also consider that these 

are are documents which establish the relevant context and policy 

framework in which to consider the MAIL private plan change 

request and the Council's proposal for the MAIL site.  

 

3.2 However there are other higher order documents I also consider 

are highly relevant to forming a position on an appropriate retail 

provision on the MAIL land.  These include the Canterbury 

Regional Policy Statement (CRPS), Land Use Recovery Plan 

(LURP) and the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (CCRP).  

These further reinforce the consolidated centres-based approach 

sought by the Council, and it is my understanding that this 

approach was largely unchallenged in the Stage 1 Commercial 

and Industrial proposal hearing process. Mr Colegrave has not 

referred to these documents in his evidence. 

 

3.3 Despite this range of material seeking something the same as or 

analogous to a centres-based retail outcome, in my view Mr 

Colegrave’s support for the proposed MAIL retail provision2 

appears inconsistent with these settled higher order documents, 

and it is difficult to distil how Mr Colegrave could support a new 

                                                   
1
 IHP Decisions Version dated 26 February 2015 

2
 Albeit Mr Colegrave supports an even larger 35,000sqm retail GFA on the MAIL land as per paragraph 3.2 of his 

primary statement. 
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centre of 35,000sqm retail GFA on the MAIL land in the context of 

these documents..  

 

3.4 At a fundamental level, putting the strategic policy context to one 

side, Mr Colegrave’s city wide gravity modelling approach in my 

view falls short of the requisite level of analysis required to 

understand the potential RMA distribution effects of the retail 

activity proposed for the MAIL land at the localised level. 

 

3.5 At a high level, to generate an output, the retail gravity model 

approach requires development of artificial constructs of the future 

market based on an assortment of assumption layers (floorspace, 

vacancy, new development location and quantum, retail store type 

composition, store productivity/performance, site coverage, 

redevelopment potential, planning rules, etc.) that may bear no 

resemblance to future market actualities.  Therefore, basing even 

high level strategic planning and policy development on such an 

approach, let alone determining the appropriateness of activity on 

an individual site, provides no robust basis for reliable opinions to 

be expressed.  

 

3.6 In paragraph 3.4 of his evidence Mr Colegrave identifies the basic 

facts his model relies upon, with centre size and location “by far 

the most important”3.  The significant weighting given to these two 

factors may skew the model’s results, whereas ‘quality’ and 

‘accessibility’ are just as, if not more, important attributes in my 

view.  The values Mr Colegrave places on these two factors is 

unknown, but appears downplayed.   

 

3.7 By way of example, New Brighton in Christchurch encompasses 

11ha currently and, based on my analysis, is too large for its 

market, role and function in the network and community it primarily 

services.  In general it is of poor standard and I consider it is a low 

quality centre.  Stage 2 of the pRDP’s Commercial and Industrial 

proposal, correctly in my opinion, seeks to reduce the size of New 

                                                   
3
 Colegrave EIC, paragraph 3.4, page 4. 
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Brighton’s commercial area and consolidate the centre into a 

smaller, higher quality, higher performing centre.   

 

3.8 I am unclear how this would be addressed in Mr Colegrave’s 

gravity model, or what weighting he would give to New Brighton in 

terms of ‘quality’ and ‘centre size’ in his modelled future market.  

The point being, this is just one centre in Christchurch that future 

assumptions would have to have been made in the modelling 

process, and yet how this has been treated is unknown. 

 

3.9 Mr Colegrave’s statement of evidence suggests that in my Stage 1 

Commercial and Industrial proposal evidence, I had allocated 

30,000sqm of retail GFA to the MAIL site in my analysis4.  This is 

incorrect and I am unsure as to the basis upon which Mr 

Colegrave could have made this assertion.  I have never attributed 

any retail provision to the MAIL land in any of my pRDP evidence.  

 

3.10 A further concern I have with Mr Colegrave’s gravity modelling is 

the comparisons to Northlands Mall, Northwood Supa Centa, The 

Palms Shirley and Tower Junction5 at paragraph 3.6.  These are 

not Industrial Park Zones and are completely different retail 

centres to what is proposed on the MAIL land.  In my view these 

are irrelevant scenarios or comparisons to assess, and make the 

scenario outputs erroneous.  They are also treated quite differently 

in terms of the strategic policy framework which applies to those 

centres. 

 

3.11 A fundamental flaw in Mr Colegrave’s gravity model approach as I 

see it is his application of the city-wide market to assess the 

effects of what in reality is a more localised retail proposition.  This 

means Mr Colegrave’s model redistributes retail spend around 

markets which largely have no relevance to the MAIL retail 

catchment.   

 

                                                   
4
 Colegrave EIC, paragraph 5.4(i), page 8.  

5
 Colegrave EIC, paragraph 3.6 (a)-(d), pages 4-5. 
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3.12 For example, in my experience utilising growth in retail demand 

from one part of the city to support a more localised retail 

proposition on another unrelated part of the city is a very odd 

approach.  The rationale for this approach may partly be explained 

by Mr Colegrave stating “the MAIL site is a short drive to seven 

other centres, ensuring effects are widely dispersed6”.  I agree the 

MAIL land is in close proximity to numerous centres, albeit I 

consider that there are eight centres within a short drive of the 

MAIL site, as Spitfire Square is missing from Mr Colegrave’s Table 

1 under his paragraph 3.11. 

 

3.13 The fact that the MAIL land is in close proximity to 8 convenience 

centres is an important reason why I consider a more localised 

analysis of the market is essential to understand the potential 

implications of the retail activity proposed, as all of these eight 

centres service the localised Avonhead market to varying degrees.  

These 8 centres in closest proximity are the centres likely to bear 

the burden of any adverse retail effects generated, so any retail 

impact analysis should focus on these centres in particular.   

 

3.14 The number of retail centres in close proximity to the MAIL site 

confirms that the localised Avonhead area is already well catered 

for in respect of fundamental retail goods and services, and that 

MAIL’s out-of-centre retail proposition would only duplicate these 

resources and divert spend away from the existing centre network, 

rather than service an unmet requirement in the market.  There is 

a significant lack of such analysis in Mr Colegrave’s approach. 

 

3.15 Mr Colegrave’s use of retail demand growth in other parts of the 

city to support his position on the MAIL development is of concern.  

His approach would only serve to undermine the centres network, 

as it is my opinion that the same growth that he refers to is 

required to sustain other centres in the city network (existing and 

planned).  For example, the south-west area of Christchurch is 

forecast to be a high growth area within Christchurch, and this 

                                                   
6
 Colegrave EIC, paragraph 3.11, page 5. 
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growth has formed the basis of the proposed North Halswell KAC.  

As such, I consider that utilising this growth to justify the proposed 

level of retail development on the MAIL land represents double 

counting.   

 

3.16 Mr Colegrave continues with this theme in paragraph 3.13 where 

he states “city wide retail turnover is expected to grow by $2b over 

the next 20 years, so any loss of trade by the modelled retail 

development on the site should be fairly short lived”.  This in my 

view provides no useful assistance to the Panel’s understanding of 

potential retail effects of the proposed MAIL provision.  First, it 

appears Mr Colegrave has not read the proposed staging 

provision of the plan change with all the retail development able to 

be built within six years from the current base year.  Second, his 

20-year timeframe does not in my view represent a ‘fairly short 

lived’ period. It is my opinion that two decades is an extremely 

long time in a retail store’s trading life, is a long term planning 

horizon, and also represents a timeframe which is likely to witness 

significant change in the retail market dynamics (e.g. influence of 

Internet retailing alone is likely to have a marked impact on the 

retail market and how retail goods are bought, sold, traded, offered 

and delivered to the market). 

 

3.17 In respect of the relevance of the $2b city wide retail turnover 

growth estimate, this follows on from my concerns identified in 

paragraph 3.12 and 3.15 above, and has little relevance to 

determining the appropriateness of the proposed MAIL plan 

change retail provision.  

 

3.18 This line of analysis carries over into Mr Colegrave's paragraph 

3.14, where he compares city wide turnover growth to trade lost by 

each centre.  As a basis for assessing the appropriateness of a 

retail proposal at a localised level, I consider that this approach is 

wholly inappropriate and generates outcomes of little relevance.  

 

3.19 This is highlighted in paragraph 3.18 where Mr Colegrave’s 

inclusion of the new supermarket-based centre in the local area 
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(Spitfire Square) into his analysis does not alter the conclusions of 

the model.  This in my view shows why adopting a city wide 

approach is unhelpful.  It leads me to question how many new 

supermarket based centres could be developed in the local 

Avonhead area under Mr Colegrave’s gravity model before any 

significant retail distribution effects would be generated.  

 

3.20 To contextualise this, the localised Avonhead market (refer 

Appendix 1) has a population base of just over 14,000 people and 

generates enough retail expenditure on an annualised basis to 

sustain 5,400sqm GFA of convenience GFA and an additional 

6,400sqm GFA of supermarket activity if all generated expenditure 

was internalised (i.e. spent within the identified localised market).  

Population growth projected for this market is forecast to be low 

and slow with less than a net additional 800 people over the next 

18 years to 2033.  

 

3.21 Including the supermarket under construction in Spitfire Square, 

the localised market contains around 4,400sqm supermarket GFA 

across two supermarkets, with an additional 6 supermarkets within 

6-7 minutes’ drive also servicing this market (as well as other 

markets).  Having two supermarkets service only 14,000 people in 

my experience is at the upper end of a market’s potential, and the 

supermarket per capita ratio of around 1:7,000 people very low. 

Having potentially a third supermarket in the same catchment 

would further saturate the market and would only redistribute 

spend and dilute the performance of the existing supermarkets, 

rather than generate or attract new spend to the area.  

 

3.22 In terms of convenience (non-supermarket) GFA, the Avonhead 

and Spitfire Square centres total approximately 6,000sqm GFA.  

This is around the level of what the market can sustain if all spend 

was internalised, and again there are a further six convenience 

centres in close proximity.  This shows the localised market simply 

does not have the capacity to sustain the proposed MAIL retail 

provision, and heavy reliance would be placed on attracting a 
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large proportion of shoppers from beyond the localised market for 

existing centres and retailers to remain viable.  

 

3.23 Mr Colegrave, in paragraph 6.1 (the first paragraph on page 9 as 

there are two paragraphs with this number), has been rather broad 

in his interpretation of the Retail Economic Joint Statement dated 

30 March 2015, paragraph 7, to which I was a signatory.  Here he 

alludes to experts agreeing that the appropriate management and 

development of the centre network would not exclude some 

appropriate retail functions in industrial areas.  The correct context 

for this statement in the expert agreement was based on providing 

some food and beverage stores to ‘feed and water’ workers and 

visitors to the industrial areas (as enabled within the general 

industrial zones), with the key words being ‘appropriate retail 

functions’ and not on the basis of allowing supermarkets and large 

format retail stores.  I therefore do not agree with Mr Colegrave’s 

interpretation, when the context of this agreed point is considered  

 

4. CONCLUSION  

 

4.1 Overall, Mr Colegrave in my view fails to justify the proposed MAIL 

retail provision or provide an analysis that would allow him to 

appropriately determine whether such a provision would generate 

any significant adverse retail distribution effects on the centre 

network in the context of the RMA.  The lack of reference between 

his modelled outcomes and the planning context of Christchurch is 

also considered a significant shortcoming in his evidence. 

 

4.2 I consider that Mr Colegrave’s approach of city wide gravity 

modelling, being too high a level and generic, is of little use for the 

specific task it is designed to assess.  

 

4.3 My analysis indicates that the existing centre network at the 

localised level cannot sustain additional convenience retail activity 

(including a supermarket) either currently or over the foreseeable 

future.  Any further retail provision as proposed for the MAIL land 
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is likely to generate distributional impacts on the existing centre 

network.  

 

4.4 Spitfire Square is currently under construction and its effects are 

yet to play out in the market.  Based on my analysis, enabling a 

further 26,700sqm GFA retail and office provision within the MAIL 

plan change site is in my view both unsubstantiated and 

unwarranted, and would compound any effects of Spitfire Square. 

 

 

 

Timothy James Heath 

8 September 2015 
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APPENDIX 1: LOCALISED AVONHEAD MARKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


